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Overview
The XL is the largest and most professional 
system yet, while still holding true to OrcaVue’s 
key characteristics; simple, portable, and afford-
able. This unit’s state-of-the-art design delivers 
smooth high-quality 360 bullet-time videos within 
seconds.

Image not to scale

Highlighted Features

* The four five-pound weights supplied with the unit are sufficient for cameras and accessories weighing less than ten pounds when mounted with the vertical and horizontal 
arms fully extended at an angle of roughly 110 degrees while running the unit at a speed of 60% or less. If you need to exceed one of these parameters, reduce another.

All sales subject to Vue Event’s Terms & Conditions found here: https://orcavue.com/legal/commerce_terms_conditions.html  

Stabilization - With its zero-shake camera stabil-
ity technology, any heavy activity on the platform 
by the user will not effect the camera’s motion, 
resulting in a smooth seamless shot every time.

Camera Compatibility - A reinforced camera arm 
allows for DSLRs or professional cameras to be 
mounted. Extra mounting holes also allow for 
accessories such as ring lights to be mounted to 
the arm. 

SpaSpace - The 4ft platform allows for group shots 
and a more dynamic and fluid movement of the 
center piece.

Specs
Platform Diameter :
Platform Height :
Footprint Range :
Camera Weight :
Max Occupancy :
Rotation Speed :
Unit Unit Weight :

Shipping Weight :
Power Source :
Battery Life :

Foot Switch Length :
Stabilization Tech :

46.5” (1.18m)
10.5“ (25cm)
6’ to 18’ (167-548cm)
8 lbs (3.6kg)*
4-5 People
6- 30 RPM
135 lbs (61.2135 lbs (61.2kg) 
245 lbs (145kg) 
US Standard, 120-240VAC
(Optional) 4 hrs Avg
11’ (3.3m)
Decoupled Stabilization
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